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REMINDER Any content, information or advice found on social media platforms and on the Internet in general, including forums such as AP, should not be addressed unless verified against a reliable, authoritative source, and rechecked, especially where personal health is at risk. Seek professional
advice/confirmation before acting on such at all times. In 1963, after the success of the Olympus Pen camera, Canon decided to enter the semi-chamber market. Demi was the first Canon semi-frame and wore a 28mm (f2.8-22) manually focusing lens (5 elements in 3 groups). Shutter B speed, 1/30 -
1/250. It had a selenium meter, with a match-needle system (reading on top of the camera) that set the shutter speed and aperture at the same time, turning one ring on the front of the lens. At f2.8, the shutter speed is 1/30, at f22 speed of 1/250. The settings can be done manually - without counting the
counter - but you're stuck with the combination of the F-stop and shutter speed that it gave you as you rotate the ring. This display installation was used by several other semi-cameras, such as the Soviet Agat 18. In settings B and FLASH (1/30) F-stop can be installed regardless of shutter speed. The
camera also had contact with the computer, but did not have built-in shoes. Focus discharges of 1m, 3m and 15m. The lens shows distance icons instead of numbers, but the scale at the back of the camera translates icons into numbers. Close focus to 0.8 m. ISO 10 - 400 film speed range. -- See BELL
and HOWELL The same as the original Demi, but it came with a special leatherette coating that was available in black, red, white or blue. The wrist strap and body were also painted the same color - very attractive! (1965) update from Demi, the camera itself has the same features. It had a 28mm (f2.8-22)
manually focusing lens with five elements in three groups. 34mm filter flow. The shutter speed is from 1/30 - 1/250, plus B. It was selenium meter, with a match-needle system (reading on top of the camera) to set the diaphragm and shutter in step of the program taking you from f/2.8 and 1/30 sec to f/22
and 1/250 sec. The camera also had flash PC contact. Most importantly, it was a lens that could be removed! Canon also made a 50 mm (f2.8) lens (seven elements in six groups) that was completely interchangeable. This was the equivalent of a 75 mm full 35 mm framed lens. 48mm filter flow.
Otherwise, the size and shape were similar to Demi's. The speed of the film is 10 - 400. In many ways it was an attempt to make a half frame that could have done what the later Leica CL would have done - except for the lack of exposure and rangefinder. Either way, he got two precise lenses hands of
people who may never have had such a chance! 30mm (f1.7) by hand lens from infinity to 31 inches. The CDS meter can be installed for manual work or automation preferred by the shutter. The shutter speed is selected, and the meter reading in the viewfinder indicates the correct f-stop. ISO 25 to 400.
Attention, parallax and over/under the influence of information are also in the viewfinder. Cold shoes with a PC connector, a tripod socket, a self-affirming, and a cable release outlet included. The shutter speed is from 1/8 - 1/500, plus B. In addition, has No. 1 and No. 2 exposure compensation settings.
The filter size is 34 mm. Takes one battery 625. A less expensive version of the Demi EE17, it had simpler and less features such as a f2.8 lens, a selenium meter, and no self timer. The filter size is 34 mm. Later version of Demi. (1964) update from Demi, it had a faster lens and more shutter speed. It
now has a 30mm (f1.7-22) manually focusing lens with six elements in four groups. The shutter speed is from 1/8 - 1/500, plus B. It had a selenium meter, with a match-needle system (reading on top of the camera) to set the aperture and shutter. Also had contact with the computer. The speed of the film
is 25 to 400. 34mm filter flow. (1964) An updated version of the Demi S, this model used Agfa Rapid magazines. The lens was the same as the Demi S - 30 mm (f1.7-22) manually focusing the lens. The shutter speeds and film speed were also the same. But the meter was upgraded from selenium to
CDS cage with automatic exposure shutter priority. This freed up space to improve the viewfinder - the viewfinder was added information about exposure and distance. The speed of the film was set by cassette tapes. Added and self-affirming as well. (1963) Dial cameras were a unique approach at the
time. The cameras were small, thanks to the semi-frame format, but some of them offer exceptional features. This model was named DIAL because the unique CDS meter - which looks like a selenium meter - also resembles the dial on the phone (at least in 1963!). It had a manual focus, 28 mm (f2.8 -
22.0) (5 elements in 3 groups) lens. The lens can be focused with a distance scale on the lens or distance symbols in the viewfinder. Close focus to 0.8 meters. The shutter speeds were manually set from 1/30 to 1/250. Then the correct aperture can be installed manually or automatically with a built-in
CDS meter. For manual exposure, the button under the viewfinder was extended and rotated. The viewfinder had a f-stop reading for metered manual use. For automatic exposure, the button was pressed. Once the shutter speed is hand-picked, the counter displays the f-stop set in the viewfinder. In any
case, you never had to take your eyes off the viewfinder to set the exposure or focus - very nice!!! Above and under (use symbols of the exhibition in the viewfinder. But that is not all!!! The camera was also a spring film film Although not as fast as the electronic drives today, this unit was built in a small
handle at the bottom of the camera. Fast shooting was possible if you had a quick finger - about 20 shots could be done with each spring winding. To rewind the film, just press the rewind button - no crank was necessary. The speed range of the iso film is 8 - 500. 48mm filter flow. The cable release
socket in the shutter release button, and the tripod socket in the spring drive. ISO/DIN converter on the back. Amazing camera at the time, it is sold on the street for less than $40. Contact with COMPIURE AND cold shoes. Soft leather cover. It's good that it's half frame (up to 72 exposures on a roll)
because you can record a movie quite easily with this guy! -- see BELL and HOWELL (1965) This camera is a real head-scratch. Looked at quickly, it's just a modified version of Dial 35 with a faster lens. It had a 30mm (f2.5), (5/4) manual lens focus. Just like the original, the lens can be concentrated with
a distance scale on the lens or the distance of the characters in the viewfinder. Close focus to 0.8 meters. The camera also had a spring wound of a movie drive. 48mm filter flow. It takes one battery 625. Now about the differences. He used Agfa Rapid cassettes - hence the name RAPID. The film speed
is now 25 - 400 and is set automatically by the Rapid cassette tab. Then the shutter speed is selected - now from 1/30 - 1/500 PLUS B. Then the correct diaphragm is set automatically by a built-in CDS meter. There are no f-stop manual settings. He added a timer. It drops a pc connection and flash
shoes, but it has an outlet for the AG-1 flash lamp! Under the tripod is a compartment for the batteries of the flash light bulb. So despite coming out two years after the original, this camera took two steps forward and three steps back! Unsurprisingly, it didn't sell well, hard to find, worth a lot to buy (if you
can find one), and yet appreciated by collectors. (1968) An updated version of the original. The differences were good, but not huge. This version used a smaller PX625 battery. The reading in the viewfinder was similar, but showed all the f-stops and blue scale, where everything would be in focus (if the
distance on the lens was set at hyperfocal distance). In addition, the ISO has been changed from 10 to 1000. Hot shoes were also added, and a wrist (very comfortable) was added to the spring-motor drive. Same 48mm filter stream. The same cable release outlet in the release shutter and tripod socket in
the spring drive. A good soft leather case has been changed to a hard leather case (?). The ASA/DIN converter on the back has been changed to the Easy Shooting Check List. You can tell Dial 35-2 from Dial 35, not just because it says Dial 35-2 on the front plate, but the front plate (under focus Black on
Dial Dial It was also sold by Bell and Howell as Bell and Howell Dial 35. Overall, these nice improvements make Dial 35-2 a choice of shooters. It takes one battery 625. - See BELL and HOWELL Collection cameras leads to all kinds of printed materials, and some of them do not correspond to the
categories I created, somewhat arbitrarily I must confess. What I collect seems to mature and change as we move forward. I became interested in early copies of Leica, and Minolta is my old love. And then there are the guides for things I use, such as my Sekonic light meter. I can never keep track of



where I put the actual booklet, but if it's here, I can always get to it. So that's where I put booklets and brochures that don't fit anywhere else. There is only a rough order for all this and as it grows it can become hard to look for. Don't forget the Index page if you're looking for something special. A user
guide to Canon Demi CPub. No 5219A User Guide for Canon Demi EE17 Publishing 5270L User Guide for Canon Demi EE28 Publishing 5295B User Guide for Canon Demi S Publishing 5206F Snappy 20/50 User ManualPublication C-IE-090L Canomatic C30 Instruction Popublik 5279 User Guide for
Bell's Guide to Repair Canon Dial 35Reference 1-4340 1 User Guide for Canon Dial 35Publication 5165A Instruction Guide for Brownie Hawkeye Flash Model Instruction Guide for Kodak DC40 Guide to Training For Brownie Falcon Eye Flash Model Instruction Guide for Brownie Target Camera - I took
this guide when I bought the new In-The-Box Brownie Target Six-20 camera. Instructions for Kodak No. 2 Hawk-Eye Cartridge (Model C) Kodaks and Kodak SuppliesCanadian Kodak Co. Limited1918 History of Kodak CamerasPub Eastman Kodak CompanyPub: AA-13 (March 1999) Kodak Vigilant
Junior Six-20Pub Eastman Kodak CompanyPub: M-172A (T-47-CH-AG) I have a very good copy of the Model Minolta-35 II. Another project! Instruction guide for Sony NEX-C3 Instruction for Clarus 35 Instruction for Mamiya Auto-Lux 35 (included because the camera is possibly the same camera as
Canon Canonex) Asahiflex Instruction Guide to The Jashik Model A User's Guide to the Yashica Model 635 User Guide This filter guide for film shooting is short and essentially and mostly very useful. I've included this Sekonic guide because I use one of these meters and I want to have these instructions
handy. Mamiya Prismat Model NP User Guide I'm the creator of thecanoncollector.com and the content of this site is subject to my copyright claim. However, to be clear, I am not entitled to trademarks or printed materials, brochures or manuals that occur with Canon Inc. claim such rights, and I am I
transfer any rights to these materials and trademarks. Signs.
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